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FUCKWITAGE
Tony Abbott is a bigot. Fuck him and his hateful, backwards, repressed nasty fuckery. If two people 

are in love who the fuck are you to keep tell them it’s not ‘valid’. Fuck you.
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Also, despite all of Labor's faults and instability, they do actually give 
a shit about people and communities and, usually at least, create 

policy that's informed by evidence instead of ideology.

We're a nation of underdogs, we're supposed to look after the fucking little guy. 

Stop being a selfish dick and vote for the party that gives us education, hospitals, equality 
and shit. Equal opportunity needs some fucking design intent, it doesn't just magically happen 

because free market - the rich get richer and the poor get fucked over.

For fuck's sake Australia. If you vote or preference the LNP you'll be voting for the far right wing and 
a whole big fucking world of pain and embarrassing stupidity.

So, in summation, don't be a stupid fucking mouth-breathing idiot. Vote for Labor (or at least 
The Greens with Labor as your second preference).

Fuck.

Even the motherfucking right wing Economist reckon's Labor's economic policy is a much better 
idea than slashing, cutting, and burning our economy. Keynesian stimulus bitches, it works. 

Despite your entitled moaning about cost of living pressures (while you sip imported beers looking 
at wall-sized plasmas in your McMansions) shit is pretty good. You vote for Abbott and you'll find 

out pretty fucking quickly what austerity results in and feels like. Macro-economics is not a 
household budget and our debt levels are fucking negligible. Seriously, wake the fuck up and stop 

being a credulous ignorant fool.
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Abbott fucked Turnbull on the basis of climate change being "crap", he's a climate-denying, 
self-serving, short-sighted, right wing tool and he will actively fuck up your children's future. 
Do you want to look back in 20 years time and remember that you voted for the guy that was 
against saving the planet? You’d be like one of those dipshits that opposed women voting.
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The Coalition's fibre to the node piece-of-shit plan will need to be sorted out later at much greater 
expense anyway, so if you vote for this you're a fucking idiot.
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